Nikon Z50
Mirrorless
Camera with
16-50mm & 50250mm Lens
Take photos of life's most precious moments with the
Nikon Z50 Mirrorless Camera. This handy mirrorless
camera features a 20.9MP CMOS sensor and EXPEED
6 image processor, which delivers high-speed
performance. A robust and durable construction also
backs the Nikon Z50 so that you can take it just about
anywhere you like without worries. Key Features Shoot
Like a Pro: Featuring the powerful 20.9MP DX CMOS
sensor joined with the EXPEED 6 image processor, this
Nikon Z50 lets you capture stills and footage with
exceptional detail. Precise Autofocusing: Capture
moving subjects with impressive clarity as the Z50
Mirrorless Camera comes fitted with a 209-point hybrid
autofocus AF system. It also works well under low-light
situations thanks to its ISO 51200 for stills and ISO
25600 for videos. Express Yourself: This camera offers
various video shooting options with minimal need for
post-production, so you can express yourself to the
world. It employs Full HD video recording at up to 120
fps and UHD 4K at 30 fps. LCD Monitor: Its 3.2-inch
LCD touchscreen lets you manage the camera settings
conveniently. The monitor also lets you enjoy fast and
accurate transitions between subjects when shooting.
Durable Body Structure: Designed to be weatherresistant, the Z50's magnesium alloy body can endure a
range of harsh conditions. It is built to feel high-end,
balanced, and sturdy in every way. Companion App:
With a download of the Nikon SnapBridge app, you can
wirelessly transfer photos and videos from your camera
to your smartphone thanks to its built-in Wi-Fi and

Bluetooth. The app also allows you to control your
camera from your smart device. Nikkor Z DX 16-50mm:
A great companion to the Z50 camera, this lightweight
and compact lens promises portability for on-the-go
shooting. Enjoy shake-free footage as it utilises highlevel Vibration Reduction technology. Also, it is handy
during low-light conditions, as it eliminates the need to
increase your ISO. Nikkor Z DX 50-250mm: Capture
diverse scenes using only a single lens with Nikon’s
Nikkor Z DX 50-250mm Lens. This lens gives you the
creative freedom to zoom in on your subject from afar,
thanks to its wide telephoto range of up to 250mm.
Plus, the VR effect built into this lens reduces camera
shake, so your magical shots won't get ruined by blurry
images.

Features
All Product Details

Brand
Product Type
Model
Number

Nikon
Mirrorless Digital Cameras
Z50

Camera Features

MegaPixels

20.9 MP

Sensor Type
Processor Type

CMOS
EXPEED 6

Screen Type
Screen / Display
Size

Tilting TFT, Touch-Sensitive LCD
3.2"

Video Quality

Max FPS
Media Type
Battery Type

UHD 4K (24 & 30 FPS) and Full
HD Video Recording (120 FPS)
Low-speed continuous: 1 to 4
fps, High-speed continuous: 5
fps, High-speed continuous
(extended): 11fps
SD, SDHC & SDXC
EN-EL15a Rechargeable Li-ion
Battery

Dimensions

Product Width
Product Depth
Product Height
Product
Weight

9.35 cm
6 cm
12.65 cm
1.68 kg

Warranty

Manufacturers

12 Months
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